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ABSTRACT 

In a market economy, the bankruptcy or insolvency environment is a 
sensitive and lucrative market. Every transaction demonstrates depth and 
maturity. In India, the insolvency and bankruptcy regime has the same 
characteristics. Since its inception, the IBC has had five legislative 
contradictions, dozens of amendments to the regulatory framework, to the 
regulatory framework to smoothen the codes execution. The Courts and  
other Adjudicating Authority have all issued significant rulings and 
judgments addressing various conceptual concerns, resolving controversial 
matters as well as the grey areas under the code. This paper is an attempt to 
study those conflict and analyse the resolution given by the court of law. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The complexity of laws and adjudicating bodies for insolvency and bankruptcy of diverse 

companies hampered resolution of creditors' recovery difficulties and declaration of 

insolvency, their revival plan, and liquidation of corporate entities. The goal of enacting the 

Bankruptcy and Bankruptcy Code (IBC) was to combine all insolvency and reorganisation 

legislation into one. It sought to safeguard the interests of all creditors and other stakeholders 

of a corporate debtor. It outlines a time-bound approach that will either result in the firm 

continuing as a going concern or in its liquidation and distribution of assets to the various 

stakeholders. The RBI reports that 33,550 entities have assets and liabilities in other nations.1 

As a result, it is critical that the insolvency law in India has effective mechanisms of regulating 

cross-border insolvency because of the lacunae within the insolvency regime and This paper 

sets to research on the mentioned gaps in the domestic insolvency regime. 

The paper delves into the winding up provisions under the Companies Act of 2013 as it has 

underwent several amendments post the Code. The paper extends its research further than 

unfurling the IBC’s convergent provision with the Companies Act’s winding up provisions. 

The paper on it’s second chapter covers two statues on the issues of NPAs and are in such 

situations of discord. On the third chapter it analyses the IBC v. RERA w.r.t Amrapali case. 

IBC & COMPANIES ACT, 2013 

The potential contradiction between the code and the act can be with regards to the S. 59 of the 

code and S. 271(a) of the act i.e., Voluntary liquidation. It seems unlikely that a board would 

pass a special resolution for the purpose winding up of the company by the Adjudicating 

authority, as it seems unlikely given it is a very time consuming process. It is likely for the 

company to opt for Vol. liquidation under the IBC over the provision of winding up.  

However, to initiate the process of voluntary liquidation under IBC one of the criteria is that 

the corporate debtor has not committed any default. However, in case a debtor is at default he 

may seek alternative under Sec.271(a) of the Companies act but only by a special resolution, 

as no such pre-condition is required for the same. It is crucial to note at this point that S.59(3) 

of the IBC also requires the corporate debtor to pass special resolution by the company in a 

 
1 Reserve Bank of India, Census on Foreign Liabilities and Assets of Indian Direct Investment Entities, 2020-
21- Data Release, 2021. 
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general meeting. To that end, the question of why the Parliament would retain such a time-

consuming winding-up procedure under the CA, 2013, especially given that the act is silent on 

when a winding-up petition under S.271(a), the 2013 Act should be admitted remains 

unanswered; because that in cases of default, a company won’t be allowed to liquidate itself 

under the Code, yet at the same time he has the option of winding up given that a special 

resolution to that effect is passed by the members of the company under the Act.  

This contradiction or overlap of statues creates an issue. 

- Although the control of the company is till with the management unlike a CIRP process 

where control shifts to the creditors, nevertheless it also comes with an issue that the 

corporate debtor may evade with the process of CIRP. 

- While it appears unlikely that the NCLT would approve winding up under the 2013 Act 

if done with the goal of skirting the restrictions of the Code, there is still a legal disparity 

in terms of the NCLTs definite approach to the problem. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN SECTION 29A, IBC & SECTION 230, THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013 

The prohibition on submitting of resolution plans by former director and promoters of a 

corporate debtor was introduced by of S. 29A of IBC (Amendment) 2017. While the IBC is 

stopping the backdoor entrances of former management, Sec. 230 of the companies act, allows 

these opens those entrances former management to propose a scheme of arrangement during 

liquidation under the Companies act. The Apex Court in Arun Kumar Jagatramka v. Jindal 

Steel & Power Ltd.2, resolved this conflict wherein the disqualification under Sec. 230 of the 

2013 Act was also applied to S. 29A of the IBC. The judgement held the codes stature above 

the act so now those whose are ineligible under abovementioned provision of the code are 

barred from proposing schemes under Sec. 230 of the Companies Act. Although, the 

contradiction was resolved it also became a cause of worry as the ban imposed by the NCLT 

through the code on the regulations of the companies act, include not only unethical directors 

and promoters but also small enterprises and entrepreneurs suffering from loss due to external 

factors. This conundrum is hilarious as the Bankruptcy Law Reform Committee reports 

highlight the difference between the honest business failures and malfeasance3, the report also 

 
2 Arun Kumar Jagatramka v. Jindal Steel & Power Ltd., (2021) ibclaw.in 46 SC. 
3 Bankruptcy Law Reforms Committee, The Report of the Bankruptcy Law Reforms Committee Volume 1: 
Rationale and Design, 22, (November 2015). 
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says that former is a “normal and legitimate element of the workings of the market economy”.4 

This throws out the Codes whole objective to revitalise the organisation, not to prevent honest 

promoters/management from continuing. Even though its essential to understand that, in 

certain situations the presence of  former directors have an important bearing towards the CIRP 

process, given their knowledge of the company.5 Given that instead of assessing each case 

individually, the total ban imposed by the tribunal under S. 29A of IBC, it acts as an hindrance 

for honest former promoters or directors seeking to claim control of their company.  

While the legislature had a good intention while drafting the S. 29 of IBC, the ban imposed 

impacts the power of former management assigned under Sec. 230 of the companies act to 

revive their company and will act as an counter-productive sometimes. It is vital to important 

to recognise that when an application for CIRP is allowed by the tribunal against a corporate 

debtor, the options of honest former management to revive their company goes out the window. 

Keeping the above arguments in mind, it would be advisable to alter the uplift the complete 

ban and to implement the distinction between Malfeasances and Honest Business as mentioned 

in the BLRCs report.6 To implement this, a formation of an unbiased committee to investigate 

the promoters/credentials management may be a suitable solution. As a result, genuine 

promoters would no longer be barred from offering schemes of compromise/arrangement under 

the 2013 Act in order to avoid corporate debtor liquidation while still honouring the intent of 

Sec. 29A of the IBC. 

SARFAESI ACT & IBC  

“The term Securitization denotes “an operation in which financial assets are grouped together 

into marketable securities and thereafter they are sold to investors.” This operations is done 

under the guidance and control of Reserve Bank of India.” The Securitisation and 

Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Securities Interest Act, 2002 

(SARFAESI Act) was put into force with an objective to help the financial institutions to 

examine the capacity and quality of asset in many ways or in layman terms the Act empowers 

 
4 Id. 
5 Jasper Vikas George, Insolvency Resolution Plans: Right of Erstwhile Management, Corporate Debtor, 6(1) 
Journal of National Law University Delhi (2019). 
6 supra, note 3. 
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the Banks/ NBFCs and other financial institutions to search and solve the issue of NPAs 

through several mechanisms.  

As already stated solves the issues of NPA both IBC and SARFAESI Act has statues that 

empowers the financial institutions to help in recovery of bad debt/NPAs, by way of selling the 

debtor assets and use them consequently to pay of the bad loan/NPAs. As stated the two will 

clash without a doubt.  

Non-Obstante Clause  

As mentioned above the Code is an amalgamation of almost eleven statues thereby removing 

all overlapping provisions, it also removed all the overlapping provisions of bankruptcy and 

insolvency. The non- obstante clause i.e., Section 238 of the IBC says that:  

“The provisions of this Code shall have an effect, notwithstanding anything inconsistent 

therewith contained in any other law for the time being in force or any instrument having effect 

by virtue of any such law.” 

This clause puts the bankruptcy code over other laws of the land with any similar or overlay 

provision. In M/S Unigreen Global Private Limited v. Punjab National Bank7, for the first time 

the NCLAT observed that the Code supersedes the SARFAESI Act. The tribunal stated that 

when the moratorium was imposed by the NCLT under the IBC, the proceedings under Sec. 

13(4) of the SARFAESI Act immediately ceased. In addition to that in Rakesh Kumar Gupta 

v. Mahesh Bansal8, the tribunal held that even though there is a proceeding pending under 

SARFAESI Act cannot prevent a creditor, corporate debtor to file a proceedings under the 

code. Furthermore the case of Encore Asset Reconstruction Company Pvt. Ltd v. Ms. Charu 

Sandeep Desai9, the Apex Court extensively debated the situations where both the IBC and the 

SARFAESI Act were in the stand-off , the court clarified the doubts as to IBC will supersede 

the other in a given circumstances. 

 

 
7 M/S Unigreen Global Private Limited v. Punjab National Bank , Company Appeal (AT) (Insolvency) No. 81 
of 2017. 
8 Rakesh Kumar Gupta v. Mahesh Bansal, Company Appeal (AT) (Insolvency) No. 1408 of 2019. 
9 Encore Asset Reconstruction Company Pvt. Ltd v. Ms. Charu Sandeep Desai, Company Appeal (AT) 
(Insolvency) No. 719 of 2018. 
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When a large transaction is at stake or the load of debt is significant, the SARFAESI Act is 

ineffective, and taking physical control in such cases ends the enterprise with little chance of 

recovery. However noticing the other aspect, IBC resolution plans are aimed at ensuring the 

interests of all Shareholders as well as the resuscitation of the corporate debtor, so in such huge 

transactions or cases, IBC is efficient and effective.  

Through various judgements toward understanding the applicability and ramifications of both 

laws and situations when they collide. Despite the express presence of the non-obstante clause, 

cases have been observed when two laws overlap and so collide, significantly delaying 

proceedings. Based on this observation, it is possible to conclude that, despite the legislatures 

efforts to bring both laws into harmony, they are not being adequately implemented. 

Many laws addressing the same subject matter are sure to conflict. The Codes conflict with 

debt recovery provisions in other statutes such as the SARFAESI Act and the DRT Act, which 

have not been fully resolved and require the views of the Apex Court for the harmonisation. 

However, in order for an insolvency system to function successfully, the various laws must be 

explicitly harmonised. 

IBC & RERA W.R.T AMRAPALI CASE 

In the case of Bikram Chatterji & Ors.vs. Union Of India & Ors.10, a landmark decision was 

delivered by the Hon’ble Apex Court concerning the overlapping provisions of RERA and IBC 

the facts of the present case are – 

The petitioners (Homebuyers) filed a writ petition was aggrieved by the who were aggrieved 

by the Initiation of CIRP process by the NCLT11, filed by one of the creditor Bank of Baroda 

against M/s Amrapali Silicon City Private Limited. 

The aggrieved petitioners were claiming that the their interest is jeopardized when the CIRP 

Process was initiated against the against M/s Amrapali Silicon City Private Limited and other 

related entities (“Amrapali Group”). Therefore, enforcing the Moratorium, which put the 

homebuyers cases against the respondent on hold. Hence jeopardizing the their interest. 

 
10 Bikram Chatterji & Ors.vs. Union Of India & Ors. Writ Petition (C) No. 940/2017, Supreme Court Of India. 
11 Company Petition (No. (IB)-121(PB)/2017). 
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After hearing the homebuyers objections and keeping in mind the charges against them of 

siphoning the cash, the Apex court decided to take cognizance of the writ filed and ordered a 

Forensic audit of the financial books of all the firms under Amrapali Group.  

However, in response to that petition not only the Amrapali group but the pleas of homebuyers 

were also challenged by the authorities i.e., Greater Noida and Noida, as the Group executed 

lease deeds over which the Amrapali groups’ projects were under construction or were going 

to take place. Furthermore, the creditors who had financed the amounts to the group in lieu of 

the projects kept as mortgages; challenged the homebuyer’s right stating that their right over 

the project takes precedence then the homebuyers’. 

IBC vs. RERA – The Conflict 

Given the issue above both the issues are fundamentally at conflicts, as one is attempting to 

prioritize the financial creditors and the latter is attempting to prioritize 

consumers/homebuyers. Take the report published by Assocham titled “RERA as Growth 

Impetus: Does the Promise Hold Out on the Ground?,” both the statues appear to be in as 

scuffle with each other, when it comes to resolving the abovementioned issue of ‘which takes 

precedence the interests of bankers or the interests of homebuyers.’ While the IBC was enacted 

to make the process of “closing the business” easier, RERA was enacted to “control and 

formalize the real estate sector.” However, in the event of insolvency, the purposes of both 

these statutes are often pitted against one another.  

IBC or RERA Which Should prevail? 

Keeping in mind the intent of legislature both the statues were enacted on the same year but 

the “IBC came into force on May 2016 after RERA came into force on March 2016; legal 

experts opined that the Insolvency Act will override RERA in case of a conflict. In some cases, 

that might undermine the actual objective of consumer security, with which RERA was 

enacted.12  

RERA is unclear on the question of a developers insolvency. In the event of the developers 

bankruptcy, it is widely assumed that the state regulator will take up the matter of home buyers. 

However, the primary legislation does not address this issue clearly. In truth, the central RERA 

 
12 Report prepared by Thought Arbitrage Research Institute (TARI) jointly with ASSOCHAM. 
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has no authority over the developers bankruptcy or insolvency. Concerns have recently arisen 

concerning builders declaring bankruptcy if they are unable to complete projects on time. 

In the context of the real estate industry and the efficient implementation of RERA, it is critical 

to explicitly characterize homebuyers as creditors. Placing them under the category of 

“unsecured creditors” effectively transfers control from RERA to IBC, undermining RERAs 

goal. 

While the IBC allows corporations to declare bankruptcy in order to offer debtors or creditors 

relief, RERA’s focus is on delivering relief to home buyers and aims to make developers or 

builders accountable if the project is delayed or any other default. It is to be noted that 

homebuyers come under the umbrella of “unsecured creditors,” and given that, their priority 

under the code to be compensated comes after those of the institutional or other financial 

creditors who have invested or granted loans to the builders/developers. 

What did the court say? 

While deciding the case, after rounds of discussion the Apex Court ruled in favour of 

homebuyers stating that the provisions of the RERA regarding cancellation of the registration 

under the act and remedies of the home buyers in the event of the developers failure to complete 

the construction within the stipulated time limit, half-completed projects. The court ordered the 

appropriate authorities to issue Occupancy Certificates (OCs) to buildings where homebuyers 

have been had already residing. Also, ordered the authorities to not cancel such OCs on the 

grounds their balance or payment is outstanding. The decision also directed the authorities to 

issue OCs to the other projects once they were completed. Furthermore, the court took a step 

forward and directed the utility providers to provide water, power, and other basic and 

necessary facilities to the residents of the already occupied buildings. 

To resolve the issues between of IBS and RERA. The Court ordered that the home buyers can 

sit and participate in the COC meetings through a representative; who wil protect the interest 

of such home buyers. 

The court while giving priority to home buyers right, stated the following – 

“It was incumbent upon the Authorities, as well as the banks, to prevent the fraud. Now, if 

banks, as well as the Authorities, are permitted to recover the amount from the home buyers 
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investment, in that case, it would be equally unjust and would be against the conscience of the 

law and nothing would be left for the buyers, not even a brick and the structures have come up 

by investing their money.”13 

While delivering the judgment, the Supreme Court also stated that they were “primarily 

concerned with the home buyers, and their money should not be diverted elsewhere.” The Court 

believes that financial creditors cannot repossess the buyers homes. In other words, the 

Supreme Court prioritized the rights of house buyers over the creditors of Amrapali 

Developers, against whom bankruptcy proceedings were initiated following a case filed by 

Bank of Baroda at the NCLT. 

The court although acknowledged the anguish of the contenders, but also stated that parliament 

keeping in mind to protect the rights of real estate purchasers has enacted the RERA. It also 

includes the Consumer Protection Act of 1986, the Real Estate (Regulation and Development) 

Act of 2016, and the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code of 2016, the bench added. The Case of 

Pioneer Urban Land and Infrastructure Limited vs. Union of India.14 

The Apex court stated that –  “even by a process of harmonious construction, RERA and the 

Code must be held to co-exist, and, in the event of a clash, RERA must give way to the Code. 

RERA, therefore, cannot be held to be a special statute which, in the case of a conflict, would 

override the general statute, viz. the Code.” 

When there is a conflict between the laws of RERA and the provisions of IBC, the Supreme 

Courts above decision makes it clear that the provisions of RERA must give way to the 

provisions of IBC. 

This landmark decision of the apex courts not only protects the rights of the innocent buyers 

but also lends more strength to the innocent buyers who have been mistreated/duped/deceived 

by dissatisfied developers up to this point. Without a doubt, it would be a difficult pill to 

swallow for a real developer, but in our opinion, if the main goal of a property buyer is to get 

his flat/apartment, then invoking the code is a last choice. The Code includes the necessary 

safeguards to ensure that the true developer is not kept out of the firm. 

 
13 Bikram Chatterjee and Ors. vs. Union of India (UOI) and Ors., MANU/SC/0947/2019. 
14 Judgment dated August 09, 2019 in Writ Petition(s)(Civil) No. 43/2019. 
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Section 88 of RERA stated that the provisions of RERA were in addition to and not in 

derogation of any other law already in force, and Section 89 states that RERA is to take effect 

regardless of anything contrary contained in any other legislation now in force. 

There is no section in the code comparable to RERA Section 88, which is intended to be a 

thorough and exhaustive exposition of the law. The provisions of this Code shall take effect 

regardless of anything in any other law in force at the time or any instrument having effect as 

a result of any such legislation. 

While dealing with two key statutes that have a non-obstante clause, the latter act should yield 

to the former act since it is assumed that the Parliament is aware of the former act when making 

the subsequent act, and in such wisdom, the latter act must take precedence. Also, the presence 

of Section 88 in RERA, which specifies that RERA remedies are in addition to and not in 

derogation of other acts, would make” it evident that the code would have precedence 

over RERA.  

CONCLUSION 

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code “lays down a detailed framework of CIRP with a time-bound 

mechanism for resolution, restructuring and bankruptcy of companies via CIRP or exiting the 

market through the process of voluntary liquidation under the Companies Act, 2013. The IBC 

has been an essential piece of legislation that has strengthened India’s insolvency regime, 

helped address the issue of NPAs and increased overall recovery for the Financial Institutions 

creditors.  

We have seen in this paper that winding up, as it previously existed under the 2013 Act, has 

now been reduced to a skeletal system, as a result of the Codes extensive modifications and 

omissions. We noted that, in the event of a CIRP process, the IBC will be the primary, owing 

to its Non-obstante Clause. Despite the explicit presence, there have been occasions where two 

laws overlap and so conflict, severely delaying procedures. As a result, a harmonious legal 

construction must be established between the IBC and the SARFAESI Act, with the Non-

obstante Clause taking precedence even above the RERA because its provisions are not in 

derogation of other acts, but rather in addition to them.  

Even though IBC being the essential piece of legislation and has made significant progress in 
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simplifying  the process of initiating the insolvency and bankruptcy process in India. Still there 

remains a lot to be done to make the IBC adhere its” objectives. 

  


